1. **JANUARY 8TH COMMUNITY SPACE:** Before you start on the main gallery tour, we encourage visitors to spend a moment reflecting in our January 8th Community Space. Learn about community resilience following the Safeway shooting on January 8, 2011, in Tucson.

2. **ARIZONA HISTORY 101:** Start your self-guided tour here. Learn the basics of Arizona History, including some important themes and topics that occur throughout Arizona’s history. A series of maps help show how Arizona’s boundaries have changed over time.

3. **COLONIZING ARIZONA:** Our first main gallery explores the impact of European colonization of this region. Arizona was a site of conflict for centuries as various Native American groups vied with the Spanish, and later Mexicans and Americans, for control of the region.

4. **RESILIENT ARIZONANS:** Learn about people who have faced tough odds. Learn how their experiences made them resilient.

5. **PERIOD ROOMS:** Step back in time as you walk through our period rooms. These rooms are set up to look like the home of a well-to-do Arizonan during the early 1900s.

6. **GERONIMO—REVERED AND REVILED:** Discover the man behind the legend of this Apache warrior. Exhibit highlights his rifle and C.S. Fly photographs.

7. **MINING HALL:** Walk through a replica of an underground mine! Arizona minerals are on exhibit courtesy of the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and the American Mining Hall of Fame.

8. **BARRY GOLDWATER, K7UGA:** Explore the life of Barry Goldwater, on the air, in the sky, and behind the lens.

9. **TREASURES OF THE ARIZONA HISTORICAL SOCIETY (AHS):** See staff favorites from the AHS collection including: Spanish Colonial silver, decorative art, Old West firearms, and personal items.

10. **EXPLORING 1870s TUCSON:** Visit the multi-cultural heritage of 1870s Tucson through the lives of three fictional families: Tohono O’odham, Mexican-American, and Anglo. A hands-on exhibit with activities for children.

11. **TRANSPORTATION:** Tour through the history of transportation in Arizona. Exhibits feature wagons, a buggy, and a 1923 Studebaker car.

12. **NEW EXHIBIT! LOS DESCONOCIDOS: THE MIGRANT QUILT PROJECT:** Featuring a collection of handmade quilts that memorialize migrants who have died seeking refuge in the United States. Each quilt carries a migrants name who has been identified, and for those who have not, “desconocido/unknown”.

13. **COURTYARD:** View remnants of the Otero House porch and the Jacobs house doors. Try to spot the desert pupfish in the acequia!

14. **GIFT STORE IN THE HOFFMAN LOUNGE:** You will find postcards, books, children’s toys, jewelry, shirts, and much more.